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Abstract 
 
This paper describes a visual tool for developing real time software for the control of 
distributed manufacturing systems. The aim of this project, currently in progress, is to get a 
visual programming environment which integrates both the advantages of object oriented 
modelling for the design and simulation of systems and the power of modern distributed 
control systems (i.e. computers with real time operating systems interconnected by means of 
industrial real time networks). To bridge the gap between the object oriented system model 
and the implementation level, at which we have multiple parallel tasks running over a 
network, Sequential Function Charts are used as a standard formalism (IEC, 1988; UTE, 
1992) for the description of system dynamics and control software programming. 
 
Introduction 
 
Designing real time control software has become increasingly a complex task that requires the 
assistance of tools for the modelling, simulation, validation, automatic code generation and 
‘on-line’ debugging. More and more, Software Engineering methodologies and techniques 
have been applied to improve the real time control software development process. In some 
cases these methodologies has been combined with other formalisms to better adapt them to 
specify complex dynamics like those of manufacturing systems.  Currently it seems clear that 
Object Oriented Methodologies -OOM- give a lot of advantages in the modelling of systems 
(Taylor, 1995), and so, in modelling manufacturing systems, mainly since unified method 
UML (Rational, 1997a) has appeared. 
 
OOM allow us to properly model all of the abstraction levels in defining a manufacturing 
system: requirements, design and implementation, as well as its different temporal aspects: 
static and dynamic, and its different views: functional, informational, physical and 
organisational. Currently the interest of using Object Oriented modelling in manufacturing 
systems is in defining reference models from which particular models are instantiated and 
adapted (Huguet and Grabot, 1996; Chalmeta et al, 1997). These models can be seen as part 
of a more general enterprise ontology as that defined by CIMOSA (AMICE, 1993). CIMOSA 
encourages the definition of standard reusable models as a way of reducing costs and 
interchanging enterprise knowledge between tools and users (Heulluy and Vernadat, 1997). 
So that, object oriented modelling of manufacturing systems is an activity that helps in getting 
CIM working.  
 
All OOM make use of some formalism for describing dynamic behaviour of objects and their 
interactions. OMT (Rumbaugh et al, 1991) used StateCharts (Harel, 1987) that have been 
added to UML, too. In order to get better modelling of DEDS and hybrid systems, OMM have 
been extended with other formalisms: SFC (Soriano et al, 1996), Petri Nets (Azzopardi et al, 



1996), SyncCharts (Andre, 1996), Object-StateCharts (Zaytoon et al, 1996), etc. These 
extensions allow taking advantage of control engineers knowledge in automation systems and 
existing tools for the simulation, verification, validation and automatic code generation of 
those formalisms.  
 
With regard to SFC, its expression power had been compared with that of StateCharts 
(Boissier et al, 1994) and a lot of work have been made in defining formally its semantics. 
Results guarantee its deterministic interpretation (Lhoste et al, 1997) and reinforce its 
synchronous and reactive nature (Marcé and Le Parc, 1993). Besides that, it was defined by a 
well-known standard increasingly used around the world (Baracos, 1995). It can represent 
sequence, concurrency and synchronisation of single and hierarchical tasks and it is possible 
to fulfil steps with different visual or textual languages (IEC 61131-3). So SFC can be used as 
a visual tool for PLC programming as defined by standard, as well as a general description 
tool for problems that can be formulated as sequences of operations (David, and Alla, 1992; 
David, 1995). Even some work has been made using SFC as a control language for real time 
expert systems, associating rule sets with each step (Arzen, 1991; Arzen, 1993). So that, SFC 
can be used as a graphical modelling formalism in designing, validating and simulating 
dynamics of manufacturing systems, as a graphical language for programming their control 
software and as a management tool in supervisory level sequence control, monitoring and 
diagnosis, etc. 
 
Nowadays, design methods for getting real time control software have to take into account 
new communications and hardware devices. Real time industrial networks and field buses as 
ProfiBus (DIN 19245) and the increasingly number of multiprocessor industrial computers 
and PLCs requires new control software architectures. Distribution of control software and 
using of concurrent programming techniques becomes mandatory, but all those issues are far 
away from control engineers. Modern visual tools must keep away those cumbersome details 
from them adding automatic generation functions of all software structures needed to get the 
application working as defined. Automatic generation techniques for distributed software 
must be developed that guarantee carrying out with semantic defined by system designers. A 
lot of work has been made in distributed control software design (Dummermuth, 1985; 
Boudebous and Derniame, 1993; Dangelmaier et al, 1995) and in automatic PLC code 
generation from graphical languages, mainly Petri Nets (Satoh et al, 1992; Jones et al, 1996; 
Jones and Karimzadgan, 1997). But there exists little work in automatic generation of 
distributed control software defined by means of graphical languages, namely SFC (Kouthon 
et al, 1996). 
 
In short, there exists visual tools for supporting object oriented design and modelling of 
systems and even automatic generation, to some extent, of code from these specifications 
(PS&S, 1995; Rational, 1997b). This tools lacks of certain needed functionality when 
designing control software for manufacturing systems, as support for reference manufacturing 
models, improved dynamic behaviour specification, design validation or system simulation. 
Generated code is not well suited for running on manufacturing environments where 
heterogeneous systems from different manufactures are interconnected by means of industrial 
networks. On the other hand, widely used control programming tools are mainly oriented to 
single PLC programming, using in some cases information about control system network 
configuration as a shortcut accessing those programs but with neither distribution support nor 
system modelling integration. Great support for automatic distribution, concurrent execution, 
task synchronisation and on-line debugging is needed without bringing control engineers 
down to the details.  



 
Objectives and description of SFC++ project 
 
Main objective of SFC++ project is to implement an easy-to-use visual programming tool for 
assisting control engineers in designing control software for distributed manufacturing 
systems. SFC++ will assist in system modelling, validation, simulation and automatic 
generation of code needed to get the system working as defined. SFC++ will incorporate also 
support for system on-line debugging, supervision and fault monitoring and diagnosis. 
 
SFC++ is intended for control systems with hardware architecture such as shown in figure 1. 
Single and multiprocessor computers or PLCs with real time operating systems, local 
networks (real time or not) interconnecting them and field buses for linking to process and 
other equipment. Such architecture is appropriate for implementing hierarchical structures for 
integral automation (Chacón et al, 1996). 
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Figure 1 – Control System Architecture. 

 
SFC++ logical architecture is showed in figure 2. As other developing tools is divided in two 
main components: development subsystem and run-time subsystem. The development 
subsystem is used for system modelling, validation and simulation before no code is 
generated. Once the system is running, the model developed is used as graphical interface for 
on-line debugging. Adding some extra features to modelling (e.g. changing graphical aspect 
of objects as function of their running state) can allow using that model as part of operator’s 
supervision interface. 
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Figure 2 - SFC++ Logical Architecture. 

 
Details of the functional architecture of SFC++ development subsystem are given in figure 3. 
The main component of this subsystem is a graphical editor that integrates object oriented 



manufacturing reference models with SFC used as formalism for defining object dynamics as 
well as sequential operations involving several objects. With regard to SFC as graphical 
programming language, the aim is to get an IEC 61131-3 compliant editor extended with 
other useful features (e.g. support for C/C++ code in steps). Such an editor will allow using 
SFC for traditional PLC programming, distributed real time programming  as well as applying 
it on adaptive control (Ferreiro et al, 1997b), fault detection and diagnosis on hybrid systems 
(Ferreiro et al, 1998), supervisory control (Ferreiro et al, 1997a) or intelligent control 
(Ferreiro and Novo, 1995). 
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Figure 3 - Logical Architecture of SFC++ Development Subsystem. 

 
As it  is shown in figure 3, the SFC++ editor won’t be limited to one manufacturing reference 
model but it would work with different ones provided they were stored in a supported format. 
Some techniques for automatic verification of SFC models will be included, and for a more 
complete analysis suitable SFC descriptions would be saved to be used by other programs. 
Validation would be carried out by simulation of dynamics defined by SFC model or some its 
parts, using time and event information defined in transitions and I/O information defined in 
steps. Finally generation, compilation and automatic distribution of modules needed to run the 
system is done using a C/C++ compiler and dynamic loading capabilities of RTOS used. It 
must be noted that architecture described in figure 3 could be extended to support multi-user 
access to system model information and development subsystem capabilities.  
 
Multiple runtime subsystems can be executed simultaneously, each of one is compound of 
several modules with specific function: 
 
• I/O module, directly coupled with process and responsible for acquiring input and setting 

output values. 
• Evolution module, plays evolution rules of SFC local algorithm.  
• Event manager, responsible for detecting local events and synchronising global evolution 

of control system by means of sending/receiving messages. This module is directly related 
to evolution module. 

• Runtime module, runs defined code in SFC steps.  
• Debugging module, gather and exchange SFC situation information and current local data 

values with development subsystem. It can force data values in runtime as defined by 
user. 

 
Coupling of both subsystems is done by means of debugging module and event manager ran 
on development subsystem side. Dynamic code loading capabilities are needed on runtime 
subsystem side for supporting online changes and automatic distribution of code generated by 
development subsystem. 
 



 
Current status of SFC++ project 
 
Implementation of a SFC++ editor is currently in progress. First objective is to get an initial 
prototype that allows editing complex SFC structures with support of partial grafcets, 
macrosteps, steps definition with C/C++ code, etc. Second step will be implementation of 
automatic code generation for single computer environment from such descriptions. This code 
is intended to be platform independent (POSIX compliant), so some libraries will be 
developed to allow portability to specific RTOS (at the beginning VxWorks and RMOS). The 
rest of characteristics will be added as project evolves. 
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